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The scope of nature, focused on the ecological landscape design of Tanjung Piai National Park, Johor, Malaysia. Three different objectives and approaches have been selected namely: The Landscape Design for Camping Site, Tanjung Piai Prelude and Nostalgia, and Tanjung Piai Interpretation Centre.

The Landscape Design for Camping Site. The project begins with the landscape design for camping site. The project shows a crucial and important aspect of landscape design even though it is relatively small in scale, it portrays a unique and challenging idea in providing different types of experiences in nature. The design approach is to respond to the natural characteristics of the site by encouraging exploration of natural beauty, as well as creating the habitat for wildlife. The concept is well illustrated to explain the design process elegantly. The idea of having elevated camp sites in mangrove community shows the designer’s concern for natural habitat that must be protected to sustainability. However, we would prefer to have dispersed camp sites for ‘priceless’ experience instead of one with the camping spots huddled closely together. The proposed straight entrance walkway cutting into the site is seemed inappropriate in a natural setting. More informal walkways that bend and wrap around the mangrove trees is more logical. Overall, the project demonstrates the genuine idea and credible attempt in designing landscape of sensitive area.

The Tanjung Piai Prelude and Nostalgia. The second project shows a strong justification and well-defined conceptual design. The concept diagram clearly illustrates the design ideas and space composition based on the ecological design theory and philosophy. The good intentions, however, is on the detailed method to protect the shorelines and revitalizes the site for sustainability. Including this, the designed wisely introduced new buildings within the mangrove forest. It is a notable challenge in landscape design to maintain structures in natural ecosystem. In general, the project demonstrates the natural and creative ideas in dealing with sensitive area of mangrove.

Tanjung Piai Interpretation Centres. The third project proposes an interpretative walk in the mangrove area. The concept diagram provided in conserving the mangrove area and ecosystem understanding ecological aspects such as soil types, vegetation, mangrove species, etc. leading to the conception of landscape design solution and approach of sensitive site. The utilization of laying technique and art was the introduced by an Acrugg (1997). Clearly describes the principles used in creating the best design solution. Thus the landscape design solving most important factors in creating the sensitive areas. Given to the designer focusing on it through the analysis of laying techniques in the design process. In general, the project is easily deliver. Important elements should be considered in designing the natural landscape for sustainability.